
Power your 
Tuberculosis 
Care Cascades 
with AI 



As part of the Sustainable Development Goals, the End TB Strategy targets the ending of the 
global TB epidemic by 2030. However, this has been unachievable so far because TB diagnosis 
and treatment have been hampered by significant gaps in the care cascade, including:

Challenges in TB Care Cascades

Lack of adequate access to diagnostics

Long time to diagnosis 

Disease-related stigma 

Pre-treatment loss to follow-ups 

Poor quality of care

Poor retention on therapy & medication 
adherence

Shortage of radiologists for high chest X-ray 
interpretation volumes

Fatalities1.5 Mn

10 Mn People Affected Yearly

86% of all cases occur in 30 
high TB burden countries in 
South Asia, Africa and Southeast Asia. 

TB is an airborne disease and the 
world’s deadliest infectious illness.

The recent public health crisis has thrown the spotlight on systemic gaps prevalent in 
healthcare systems across the world. It has also highlighted the increasing need for an 
inclusive lung health model. Alongside new infectious conditions and non-infectious lung 
ailments, legacy diseases like Tuberculosis (TB) require an integrated strategy to enhance 
health systems in the long term to mitigate disease burdens. Next-gen Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) technologies will have an increasingly critical role to play when it comes to strengthening 
existing medical facilities. 
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https://theunion.org/news/union-article-highlights-how-the-sdg-framework-can-act-on-determinants-and-risk-factors-of-tb



https://www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/to-x-ray-or-not-to-x-ray-

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/12/four-ways-data-is-improving-healthcare

Qure.ai’s role TB Care Cascades

qXR

Chest X-rays represent 40% of the approximately 3.6 billion diagnostic tests that are 
performed annually. As a non-invasive exam with easy access and low costs, the chest 
X-ray is a valuable, first line triage test used by clinicians to screen for radiological signs 
of TB. Acquiring chest X-ray scans only takes minutes; but it warrants a radiologist to 
read and analyze them.  

In line with the WHO’s recommendation of using artificial intelligence (AI) to support 
healthcare professionals in TB detection and management, Qure.ai has developed a 
comprehensive AI-based TB Care Co-ordination Suite consisting of two complementary 
products: qXR – AI for chest X-ray interpretation and qTrack – a comprehensive care 
coordination platform. 
 
     qXR – AI for chest X-rays interpretation
     qTrack – Comprehensive care coordination platform

qXR reads & triages chest X-rays in less than 1 minute. This reduces the chances of late 
diagnoses, under diagnoses and even potential misdiagnoses and helps ensure better 
patient care delivery. qXR is used as a point-of-care screening followed by bacteriological 
/ NAAT confirmation by TB programs. qXR has been specifically developed to augment 
human expertise with the power of AI. It can detect and localize multiple other 
abnormalities in chest X-rays as well. 
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qTrack

qTrack is an end-to-end AI-powered automated disease management platform. It has 
been developed to be a singular, holistic data gathering and reporting system that enables 
effective response by providing healthcare professionals with ready access to all patient 
information, diagnoses trackability, test results and real-time progression monitoring. 
qTrack operates at the intersection of Lung Health, Public Health and AI-driven Radiology.

Helps record cases from registration to treatment outcomes

Creates a comprehensive case document with demographic and clinical details

Highly configurable system 

Optimized for data collection in low connectivity settings

Disease Management

Brings stakeholders to a single platform to track patient journey 

Supports prioritized lists, notifications, and reminders
Enable co-ordination between primary & referral sites 

Care Coordination

Triage X-rays as normal or abnormal using AI

Enables radiologists to view AI interpretations and report findings

Supports teleradiology workflows and integrations with various PACS and RIS systems

Can also read analog X-rays when used against a lightbox and image taken on a smartphone 

Radiology Workflow

Equipped with dashboards, hotspot maps & export features for efficient program 
monitoring & management
Interoperable and can support integrations with national systems or program stakeholder 
systems

Program Management
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qTrack Benefits for Stakeholders

 TB Management Workflow 

Disease Management Care Coordination 

Simplified Data Collection

Offline Access

Local Language Support Available
Web based application and mobile app available

Maintaining Continuum of Care

Frontline Health Workers 

AI interpretation & decision support within 1 minute

Single Point Access to Patient Clinical Information for the entire Care team

Radiologists & Clinicians 

Effective, Real-time monitoring

Disease Surveillance

Ease of Deployment across cloud, on-prem and offline settings with sync capability

Program Managers
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A WHO commissioned evaluation for TB detection collated data from 6 countries found that 
qXR reported the following results: 

qXR

Notable Numbers 

Radiology Workflow Program Management 

Use Case

Screening

Triage

90-92%

90-91%

23-66%

25-79%

Sensitivity Specificity

Among individuals aged 15 years and older in populations in which TB screening is
recommended, computer-aided detection software programmes may be used in 
place of human readers for interpreting digital chest X-rays for screening and triage
for TB disease.

qXR’s performance led to the WHO recommending that
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The Qure.ai Suite Advantage  

The TB screening process is also an opportunity to do more for Universal Lung Health. 
There is enormous potential to leverage the TB ecosystem and use approved AI tools to 
screen for signs of other pulmonary conditions like lung cancer nodules, COPD or COVID-19, 
while being used to manage the TB public health crisis. 

Imaging with qXR Workflow with qTrack 

Enables real time monitoring of healthcare 
provider’s activities across locations and 
comprehensive and secured patient data 
management, via intuitive dashboards

Optimized for low internet connectivity 

Includes a patented algorithm for 
sputum pooling  

The information provided by qure.ai herein is for informational purpose and is subject to and governed by our Universal 
Terms accessible on https://www.qure.ai/legal/

 * qXR v3.1 is CE Class IIa certified 

Class II Certified* 

Global Training Dataset 

4Mn+

To interpret reports <1 min

Supports Analog & Digital 
chest X-ray interpretation 

HIPAA & GDPR Compliant 

partner@qure.ai

Reach out to us at 

https://www.stoptb.org/sites/default/�les/32-8.6%2520Learning%2520Evaluation%2520of%25203%2520CAR%2520Algorithms%2520Scientifc%2520Reports%25202019.pdf
Studies conducted by the StopTB partnership indicated that qXR was able to reduce 
confirmatory molecular test consumption by 33%, costs by up to 66%, while operating 
at 95% sensitivity or higher.  

With a 90% sensitivity rate, using qXR in conjunction with sputum microscopy can 
reduce the number of patients incorrectly suspected of pulmonary TB and referred for 
molecular tests, helping to reduce program costs significantly. 


